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Sunday 1pm: Robots
Welcome to our robots session.
You have your last mini mission from Medi - designing a robot, and here
you’ll find all the other details you need to take part in this session of our
sleepover.
Our scientists use some amazing robots to do repetitive tasks quickly and
effectively and we’ll let you meet some at this session. Our Girlguiding
Program has some robot activities for each section so we’ve fitted them in
here and you can see how they compare to the ones we use in the
laboratory.
You can try any of them out and the ones for your own section will count
towards your UMA hours, (if you haven’t completed them already). We’ve
also created a list of all our activities so you can check off the ones you’ve
completed this weekend, or afterwards and you can show your own
Leader so they can decide what counts for you.

Sunday 1pm: Robots ____________________ 1
Dundee Robot - Dobot __________________ 2
Beat the Bot _____ Error! Bookmark not defined.
Bionic Body Parts ______________________ 5
We’ll see you again at 2pm so Medi
and all of us can say goodbye.
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Dundee Robot - Dobot
The robots we use here in the laboratories in Dundee all follow the
instructions we give them to do the jobs we want. They don’t think for
themselves. In this activity you’re going to become a special robot - Dobot.
Dobots are very helpful and always do exactly what we ask them to do,
but they can only follow 4 instructions:
1. Forward - take one step forward
2. Back - take one step backward
3. Left - take one step to the left (sideways step)
4. Right - take one step to the right (sideways step)
Find someone at home with you who will do this challenge with you. One
of you is the Dobot and the other will give instructions.
Take turns at being the Dobot and being the person giving the
instructions.
Now that you’ve practised the moves, try giving the Dobot instructions to
move around a space at home. Swap roles and have another go. Did the
instructions work? If not, can you figure out what hasn’t worked? Did
the dobot not follow the instructions, or were the instructions not right?
Is there something else you think your Dobot could do - can you come up
with one more instruction so they will have 5 instructions they can follow.
Take turns at being the Dobot again and try moving around some
obstacles at home and use all 5 instructions to get your Dobot to move
without bumping into the obstacles.
This is just like the Scientists giving instructions to their robots but they
don’t say them aloud and write them down instead. Take a look at the
videos of our Dundee Robots to see them in action.

Mission complete!
We’ve based this activity on the Rainbow Go Gobot Activity - Innovate
Stage 1 SB
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Race the Robot!
Can you beat our robot?

Why do we use
In the lab, we use different robots to help us out with different tasks. In
the video we’ve made, this robot is used to dispense different amounts of
liquid, usually containing a medicine molecule, into a “plate” for testing.
In this experiment, we’ll show you a video of a robot in the lab and ask
you do a challenge to see if you can beat it?

What do I need:
● Grid resource — same as a 96 well plate used by the robot in the
video
● Colouring pens or coins or sweeties — just something to make into
a checkerboard pattern on the grid.
● Video ready to play

What do I do:
1. Pop along to our YouTube channel at https://bit.ly/WTube and
find the Race a Robot video
2. Get your grid and your items to create your checkerboard. This can
be by colouring in the grid or laying sweets or coins onto the grid
in the pattern required?
3. Race the robot to complete the checkerboard pattern!
4. Did you beat it? It took around 6 minutes to dispense the liquid
into the pattern on one plate.

Even if you beat the robot, can you imagine having to do this every day in
the lab? It’d be pretty boring! We let the robots do the boring parts of
our job so that we can do more exciting science!
Take it Further:
Can you think of a job you think the robot could help you with? Design
your own robot to help with a job you need to do.
This has been adapted from the Brownie unit meeting activity — “Beat
the Bot”.
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Bionic Body Parts
Ever thought an extra hand might be useful? Try building your own and
give yourself a pat on the back! Clarisse has made a really handy
video/PowerPoint of how to do it, which you can download here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OeDwhUaLk6vjr9RBDt-6u7zT5hMcb_Q/view?usp=sharing

What you will need
•
•
•
•
•

A4 piece of cardboard
Scissors
Sellotape
3 straws
3 pieces of string or wool

Draw round your hand keeping your 2nd & 3rd fingers together and your
4th and 5th fingers together so you end up with a thumb and 2 fat fingers!!
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Cut out your hand with about 10cm down your wrist. Draw a line where
each of your finger joints and knuckles are (3 lines on the 2 finger sections
and 2 lines on the thumb) and fold on each of the lines.

Cut small bits of straw for the bendy bits on each of your fingers and
stick them on and then a longer piece of straw on the wrist.
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Sellotape a piece of string at the tip of each finger and thread through
the finger straws and then put all 3 through the wrist straw like the picture
below and tie all the ends together.

Now you have a bionic hand!
See more at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruUgc4anvGU

